From: Jim Biden jbiden@lionhailgp.com  
Subject: Re Infrastructure, in addition to fuel deals!  
Date: October 29, 2017 at 12:33 PM  
To: rhb@spdc.com

# 1. California. We have spoken with the Governor/ Lt. Governor. Both personal friend for over 45 years re Gov. Lt Gov. Last 15 years, very close to Hunter. mayors S F, LA, S D just to mention a few. They have invited us to come and determine our interests. ((Rail). For example.

#2. Minnesota, spoke with the Gov., and the congressional delegation. Massive projects on the books.

#3 N Y State. Gov. Cuomo. And the head of all development in NYState, will meet when ever we are ready! Other specific opportunities from NYC / to Syracuse.

#4. Puerto Rico./ U S Virgin Islands. Housing/ infrastructure / power Grid. Massive opportunities. This is the tip of the ice berg! We need direction. We are very driven people. We are rifle shot rather than shot gun people. We are interested in short a term Foothold as well as a long term play. Opportunities abound, we need more direction from the Chairman, your/ our partner to be most effective. We feel very confident we are on the right path re the directive the Chairman gave us re LNG. We are at the tip of the spear, with very creditable deals on the table, ready for execution. Hunter/ Jim. (example)

Sent from my iPhone